Executive Networks ENgage
Power in the Palm of Your Hand
What does that really mean to you as an Executive Networks member? How can you use
that power to solve real problems and challenges you and your organization are facing?
Let’s start with a little data.
Executive Networks has over 300
members—the senior leaders in
the human capital domain from
fortune 1000 companies around
the world. Each of these leaders
has 10, 15, or more years of
experience, knowledge and
wisdom. Now, do the math. That
is over 5000 years of collective
peer intelligence--powerful
INSIGHTS into the disruptive and
transforming forces we all face
today.

We call this collective
intelligence the Executive
Networks Knowledge Cloud.
It’s permeable, dynamic,
always changing, and it’s
our mission to help you put
that power to work for you.
We can help you find and
utilize ACTIONABLE insights
to proactively manage
change in your organization.

Our new mobile app, ENgage, literally puts the power of
the EN Knowledge Cloud in the palm of your hand.
Login once, and stayed logged in anytime, anyplace.
ENgage makes it easy to get to know more about
network members 24/7.
Review member profiles—Current Challenges, Areas of
Focus, Sharepoints, and IT Systems deployed. Reach out
to members directly by phone or email or request a
facilitated connection from your Network Director.
Start a conversation with a true peer who understands
the challenges you
face because they
are the challenges
they face.
Through a custom
tag and profile
curation process
ENgage uses
“machine learning”
to suggest member
connections to you
and help you
quickly and easily
find members who
share the same Areas of Focus. Use search to identify
members and topics you can connect with across all
Executive Networks.
ENgage puts the power in the palm of your hand.
Take the next step and use it!

